ZuzuDrive Adds New USB Flash Drives To
Product Line and Updates Website
/EINPresswire.com/ ZuzuDrive, the international USB flash drive company, announced today that
the company has updated their website and has added new products to their line of custom USB
flash drives.
ZuzuDrive, the international USB flash drive company, announced today that they have added
several new products to their line of custom USB flash drives. A spokesman at ZuzuDrive added
that the company has also made a number of significant updates to their website,
ZuzuDrive.com. A branding leader in the industry, ZuzuDrive offers the most convenient,
affordable and reliable way for anyone to customize USB flash drives. Their personalized flash
drives combine form, function and style and are designed specifically for every customer they
serve.
“We’re excited about the updates to our website as well as the new flash drives we've added to
our product line. These steps will help us to continue to be an international USB branding leader,
representing and providing our services to all six continents, “ said ZuzuDrive CEO Jim Pappas.
Visitors to the ZuzuDrive website will now more find unique, dual function USB options such as
paper clip USB drives, bottle opener USB drives, USB pens, and stylus USB drives. Each of the
new ZuzuDrive flash drives represent convenience at its best.
"We pride ourselves on quality, creativity and innovation, all of which went into our new
products," said Pappas in commenting on the new ZuzuDrives. "The custom stylus USB drive will
give your fingers a well-deserved break as it is useable on any touch screen phone, tablet or
computer." While perhaps a bit of a stretch, Pappas tried to hold back a smile in adding, "The
custom pen USB model is guaranteed to increase your IQ or at least make you look smarter
while using it." The Paper Clip drive is a cap-less clip that is water resistant, and coffee-spill
resistant and is a practical solution to everyday business needs. The new, multipurpose Thirsty
USB drive doubles as a bottle opener and is by far the best way to combine data storage and
refreshment into one handy, though perhaps unlikely tool. it.
The new line of flash drives and website updates are just two more reasons why ZuzuDrive is an
industry leader in branding, innovation, and customer service. Their website, ZuzuDrive.com, is a
sophisticated online shop that allows for a fast, easy and secure checkout. Client logos and preload data can all be uploaded and stored in convenient, user-friendly online ZuzuDrive

accounts.
Customer satisfaction is the top priority at ZuzuDrive as evidenced by their A- rating from the
BBB. "We are dedicated to giving each and every client convenient, affordable and reliable ways
to customize their USB drive needs while promoting and enhancing the brand of the business or
organization," said Papas. He also added, "We take great pleasure in our program that offers 5%
discounts to non-profit and school organizations. We understand how hard it can be to keep up
with technology, especially for today’s youth. We are happy to help because there’s nothing
better than promoting your organization with branded flash drives while also being able to
provide and store info on them."
For more information about ZuzuDrive USB flash drives visit their website or call 877-335-7031.
About ZuzuDrive: ZuzuDrive is an eco-friendly manufacturer of custom designed USB drives.
They use only brand name memory chips in their drives such as Samsung, Toshiba, Micron and
Intel. By eliminating the middleman they are able to give visitors to their website, Zuzudrive.com,
the highest quality product at the lowest prices. Their online shop is HTTPS and Gold Lock
secure. Their low minimum order requirements start at 50 units with 10-14 business day lead
time and 6-8 day rush service available. As part of their dedication to customer service, all
ZuzuDrive products come with a lifetime warranty.
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